
Price List
Correction or Lightening of Permanent Makeup

Both Brows - Colour / Shape Correction

(For BEST RESULTS, usually 2-4 treatments required, 6-12 
weeks apart)

Involves a colour neutralisation plus removal of some small 
areas to alter the shape.

£450 for TWO treatments (Save £50)

£600 for THREE treatments (Save £100)

£800 for FOUR treatments (Save £200)

£250 per 
single 
treatment

Lip Contour - Colour / Shape Correction

(For BEST RESULTS, usually 2-4 treatments required, 6 -12 
weeks apart)

Involves a colour neutralisation plus removal of some small 
areas to alter the shape.

£550 for TWO treatments (Save £50)

£800 for THREE treatments (Save £100)

£1000 for FOUR treatments (Save £200)

£300 per 
single 
treatment

Lightening/Removal of 'SMALL' areas of Permanent Makeup

i.e. just brow tails or bulbs

(For BEST RESULTS, usually at least 3 treatments are 
required.)

2nd treatment 8 weeks after the 1st treatment.
3rd treatment 12 weeks after the 2nd  treatment.
4th treatment 16 weeks after the 3rd treatment.

£350 for THREE treatments (Save £40)

£470 for FOUR treatments (Save £50)

£580 for FIVE treatments (Save £70)

£130 per 
single 
appointment

Lightening/Removal of Permanent Makeup- 'FULL' brows or lip line

For full brows or Lip line

(For BEST RESULTS, usually at least 3 treatments are 
required.)

2nd treatment 8 weeks after the 1st treatment.
3rd treatment 12 weeks after the 2nd  treatment.
4th treatment 16 weeks after the 3rd treatment.

£400 for THREE treatments (Save £50)

£530 for FOUR treatments (Save £80)

£650 for FIVE treatments (Save £100)

£150 per 
single 
appointment

Discount Packages-
Please note-£75 deposit per treatment within your chosen package, must be paid for at time of booking the first 
treatment. i.e. £150 deposit (for two treatments) to be paid at time of booking the first treatment.
Package balance must be paid in total, at the first treatment.
Prices are subject to change without written notice.
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